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Question

• Suppose we model prevalence of infarcts with
– Indicator of ever smoking
– Continuous pack years
– Years since quitting

• How do we interpret the parameters?

  yrsquitpackyrseversmg 3210  
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Question

• Suppose we model prevalence of infarcts with
– Indicator of ever smoking
– Continuous pack years
– Years since quitting

• How do we interpret the parameters?
– What is estimate for nonsmokers?
– What is estimate for smoker with 0.00000001 pack years?
– What is estimate for smoker with 20 pack years?
– Etc.

  yrsquitpackyrseversmg 3210  
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Case Study

Screening for High Risk Pregnancy in Resource 
Poor Environment
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Overall Goal

• Prediction of high risk pregnancies
– During second trimester

• (Comment: To see whether measurements made during 
pregancy add information about high risk.)

6

Specific Aims

• Find variable from pregnancy monitoring that are associated with
SGA, LBW, early delivery

• (From pattern recognition: Feature extraction)

7

Ideal Dataset

• What don’t we have
– Baseline weight
– Prior history of adverse outcome
– Blood pressure
– Diabetes and complications
– Infections: HIV, Tuberculosis, Malaria
– Acute infection: UTI

8

Scientific Role Variables We Have

• Baseline Maternal Factors
– Parity
– Height
– Smoking
– Age
– Weight / BMI

• Pregnancy Factors by GA
– Maternal in origin: Weight, # visits
– Fetal in origin: SFH, Weight, Sex

• Outcomes
– Measured: Birthweight, GA
– Derived: LBW, SGA, preterm delivery
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Variables by Statistical Role

• Outcomes: LBW, SGA, preterm

• Predictor(s) of Interest: Feature extraction
– Baseline maternal factors
– Derived variables:

• Measurements at a point in time (e.g, SFH / EGA)
– Minimum, average

• Measurements of change
– Between successive measurements only

» Minimum
– Slope over a longer interval (multiple measurements)

10

Optimality Criteria

• For a binary outcome there are only two errors
– predict 1 when outcome is 0
– predict 0 when outcome is 1

• We can assign an appropriate cost to each one
– What is cost of referring a woman who is not really high risk?
– What is cost of not referring a woman who is really high risk?

11

Setting for Predictions

12

General Classification of Questions

• Clustering of observations

• Clustering of variables

• Quantification of distributions

• Comparing distributions

• Prediction of individual observations
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5. Prediction

• Focus is on individual measurements

• Point prediction: 
– Best single estimate for the measurement that would be obtained 

on a future individual
• Continuous measurements
• Binary measurements (discrimination)

• Interval prediction: 
– Range of measurements that might reasonably be observed for a 

future individual

14

Example: Discrimination

• Prediction of women who will have poor pregnancy outcomes
– Early delivery
– Low birth weight
– Small for gestational ages

• Use other measurements to predict whether a particular woman 
might have poor pregnancy outcomes
– Baseline Maternal Factors: 

• Age, parity, body size (height, weight),  smoking
– Pregnancy Factors by GA

• Maternal in origin: Weight (change), # visits
• Fetal in origin: SFH, Weight, Sex

• Goal is a prediction for each patient

15

Example: Discrimination

• Statistical Tasks: 

• Training sample: population based?
– “Gold standard” diagnosis
– Measurements of possible predictors

• Statistical analysis
– Regression model that uses other variables to predict poor 

pregnancy outcome
– Quantify accuracy of predictive model

• ROC curve analysis
– Sensitivity vs 1 – Specificity
– True Positives vs False Positives

16

Regression Based Inference

• Estimation of summary measures
– Point, interval estimates within groups
– Tests hypotheses about absolute measurements

• Inference about associations
– First order trends in summary measures across groups

• Point, interval estimates of contrasts across groups
• Tests hypotheses about relative measurements

– Inference about departures from linearity of associations

• Inference about individual predictions
– Continuous measurements

• Point, interval estimates
– Binary measurements

• Prediction and error rates
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Optimality Criteria

18

Prediction and Classification

• Training sample of covariates X and outcome Y used to develop 
a model

• The model is used on observations where X is known and Y is 
not, to estimate Y

• ‘Prediction’ is the general term
– sometimes ‘prediction’ means specifically that Y will occur in the 

future

• ‘Classification’ or ‘discrimination’ is used for binary outcomes

18

19

Scientific and Statistical Question

• What is the best estimate of the outcome for this new person?
– point estimation of a summary, point prediction

• What is the uncertainty in the best estimate?
– confidence interval around the summary

• What is the uncertainty in the outcome?
– prediction interval for new observation.

19
20

Goals for a Prediction Model

• Accurate prediction
– The covariates should reflect available information in the actual 

setting that will be encountered
– The predicted value should be as close as possible to the new 

outcome

• Honest estimate of prediction error
– We need to know how good the prediction is

• False positives
• False negatives

• Cost of variables
– If possible, we don’t want to measure too many difficult or 

expensive things to compute the prediction 20
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More Controversial

• Face validity
– For people to use a prediction model it helps if it makes sense to 

them (more true for physicians than financial analysts)

• Causal grounding
– Even if we don’t care why the model predicts well, a model that 

predicts well for good reasons is likely to extrapolate better to 
new settings.

• Usefulness of information
– What will be done with the  prediction model that wouldn’t be 

done just as well without it?

21
22

Prediction Accuracy

• In order to choose the most accurate prediction, need a way to 
measure prediction accuracy, a loss function

• For continuous variables, we might use
– squared error:  E[(outcome – prediction)2]
– absolute error:  E[|outcome – prediction|]
– the expected values are averages over the possible covariate 

values at which we are prediction and the distribution of 
outcomes at those covariate values

22

23

Loss Functions: Continuous

• Minimizing squared error implies the best possible prediction is
the mean of the outcome at the new covariate values

• Minimizing absolute error implies the best possible prediction is 
the median of the outcome at the new covariate values

• We are familiar with regression models for the mean, so squared 
error loss is convenient.
– note: using a transformation of outcome implies minimizing 

squared error loss on the transformed scale

• We sometimes “penalize” the loss function by
– The number of covariates included, or
– The magnitude of the regression parameters (shrinkage)

23
24

Loss Functions: Binary

• For a binary outcome there are only two correct decisions
– True positive (TP): predict 1 when true outcome is 1
– True negative (TN): predict 0 when true outcome is 0

• For a binary outcome there are only two errors
– False positive (FP): predict 1 when true outcome is 0
– False negative (FN): predict 0 when true outcome is 1

• We can assign an appropriate cost to each one

24
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Loss Functions: Simplifying Approach

• Most often we presume there is no “cost” of making a correct 
decisions

• We often find it convenient to model Pr (FP) and Pr (TP) by 
sensitivity, specificity, prevalence

25
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Looking Ahead: ROC Curves

• Typically:
– We use some estimated probability Pest from a prediction model
– We consider various thresholds as predictive rules

• Predict 1 if i Pest > c
– For each such threshold and model, compute Sensmc Specmc

• When comparing two models, if prevalence and specificities are 
equal, better rule has higher sensitivity

26
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ROC Curve Analysis

• Receiver Operating Curves (from Engr)
– Compare sens and spec as threshold varies
– Y axis: Sensitivity (True Positive rate)
– X axis: 1 – Specificity (False Positive rate)

• Interpretation
– Sometimes summarize area under curve (AUC)
– A diagonal line: Like flipping a coin (AUC = 0.5)
– ROC curve in upper left: Ideal (AUC = 1.0) 

• Comparing two rules: 
– If one ROC curve always above the other, that rule will always 

have better PV+ and PV- for all prevalences and error costs
– (This does not incorporate the cost of the measurments)

28

Stata Commands
. roctab deadIn4 pfit if training > 0.60, graph
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Honest Estimates of Prediction Error

• “Prediction is hard, especially about the future”
(variously and unreliably attributed)

• Choosing a prediction model will often involve considering many 
possible models

• Estimating prediction error on the same sample used for model 
selection will give an over-optimistic estimate.
– Fitting noise in the original sample
– Using correlations among covariates that might be different in 

another sample

• In most situations when model selection is done the bias is 
unacceptably large

29
30

Simulated Example

• 100 observations of 50 independent Normal(0,1) predictors and a 
Normal(0,1) outcome
– no predictors have any relationship to outcome
– adding variables will improve in-sample prediction, worsen out of 

sample prediction

• Model chosen by minimizing AIC, a popular 
criterion designed for prediction (corresponds roughly to p<0.15)
– in-sample prediction error 0.85
– out of sample prediction error 1.57

30

31
31

Simulated Example

32

Example: GWAS Disclosure

• Genome-wide association studies estimate the association 
between an outcome variable and hundreds of thousands of 
genetic predictors taken one at a time

• Prediction in new samples is usually very poor – an R2 of 0.05 
would be regarded as good.

• Because of the very large number of predictors, prediction in the 
original sample is nearly perfect

32
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Example: GWAS Disclosure

• Since prediction in the original sample is nearly perfect
– someone who can obtain a complete or partial genotype for a 

study participant, and the corresponding association estimates  
can estimate their previously observed outcome accurately

– publishing all the association estimates leaks information about
individual participant outcome values

• [PLoS Genetics October 2009; JAMA commentary Feb 17,2010 ]

33
34
34

In‐sample prediction from 35,000 SNPs is as accurate as
prediction from a new measurement of the outcome!

GWAS Predictions

35

Out-of-sample Error

• True estimates of prediction error require independent data

• Can fake this by sample splitting
– use part of the data to choose the model, part to estimate the 

error  [more later]

• Sample splitting captures the model-selection component of 
prediction error
– does not capture error in generalizing to new population
– distributions and associations in genuine new data will be 

(slightly?) different

35
36

Cost of Variables

• A prediction model is only useful if the benefit of the information is 
greater than the cost of using the model
– monetary cost of obtaining variables
– risk or discomfort from measuring variables, eg biopsy, radiation 

dose from x-ray imaging.

• Ideally  use a small number of variables that would already be 
available for other reasons.

36
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Example: Framingham Risk Score

• Predicts 10-year risk of coronary heart disease, uses age, sex, 
blood pressure, smoking,  HDL and total cholesterol
– age, sex, smoking, blood pressure are measured for everyone 

already
– cholesterol would probably be measured for people whose CHD 

risk is being estimated.
– using total and HDL cholesterol rather than LDL cholesterol 

means fasting before the blood sample is not needed
– Carotid artery ultrasound gives slightly more accurate predictions, 

but is not routinely available

37
38

Example: Mayo Model for PBC

• Predictive model for time to death in the rare liver disease primary 
biliary cirrhosis

• Disease stage measured by liver biopsy is strongly predictive, but 
biopsy is unpleasant and carries some risk

• One goal of the model was to obtain good prediction from blood 
sample and clinical examination, and not require liver biopsy

38

39

Face Validity

• Willingness to use a predictive model can depend on whether the 
model looks plausible.

• If there are many models with equally good prediction (often true), 
picking one that looks plausible can be helpful it getting it 
accepted.

39
40

Causal Grounding

• For pure prediction, it doesn’t matter whether the predictors 
cause the differences in outcome as long as the prediction is 
accurate
– C-reactive protein levels in the blood predict heart attack, quite

likely just a symptom of atherosclerosis
– Good credit ratings predict low risk of car accidents, are used by 

insurance companies, but do not have a direct effect

40
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Causal Grounding

• If an association between predictor and outcome is not due to a 
stable causal mechanism, it is more likely to change in future data
– recession lowers many people’s credit scores, does not increase 

car crashes.
– treatments could affect C-reactive protein without affecting risk of 

heart attack.

41
42

Usefulness of Information

• Screening
– screening is done on the general population and the result is that 

some of them are diagnosed as sick or at risk
– “screening takes healthy people and makes them sick”
– screening is useful only if something can usefully be done with 

the result
– the cost of making the prediction and the cost of a false positive 

result are important, especially if there are very few true positives.

42

43

Example: Mammography

• Mammograms clearly reduce breast cancer mortality in women 
over 50 (community randomized trials)

• Less clear in younger women
– outcome is much rarer, so more false positives and fewer true 

positives
– accuracy of test is lower
– tumors may be more likely to have metastasized before detection

• US Preventive Services Taskforce changed its recommendation 
in recent years (controversially).

43
44

Usefulness of Information

• Diagnosis, prognosis
– people are self-selected because they have a complaint, so more 

likely to have disease, less risk of making healthy people sick
– predictive model may be useful because it affects treatment
– predictive model may be useful to give information about likely 

future, even if it can’t be modified
– may also be useful just in explanation

44
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Example: Mayo Clinic PBC Model

• Mayo model for primary biliary cirrhosis is used in the scheduling 
of liver transplants
– affects treatment
– doesn’t predict survival, because availability of liver transplant is a 

big change from when the model was developed.

45
46

Example: Factor V Leiden

• Factor V Leiden is a genetic variant that leads to higher risk of 
blood clots, especially in leg veins
– One of the most common genetic tests in adults

• Does not predict prognosis or affect treatment in people who 
have had a clot

• Predicts future risk but does not affect treatment in relatives of 
people who have had a clot

• Main motivation appears to be explanation of why the clot 
happened

46

47

Automated fitting of 
predictive models

47
48

Fitting predictive models

• Given unlimited amounts of data:
– Step 1: fit a very large number of models to some of the data
– Step 2: evaluate the out-of-sample prediction error of each fitted 

model on new data and choose the best one
– Step 3: evaluate the out-of-sample prediction error of the best 

model on another set of new data, to get an honest estimate.

48
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In practice

• We don’t have infinite amounts of data or computing

• Need to fake having independent data by
cross-validation

• Need a search strategy for models rather than fitting all of them

• Lots of modern statistical research in this area
– expert advice is useful if you have to do prediction
– we will look at one simple but respectable approach

49
50

Traditional forward selection

• Try all models with a single predictor, pick the one with the 
smallest p-value (if <0.05)

• Now try all models with that predictor plus one more, and pick the 
additional predictor with the smallest p-value (if <0.05)

• Repeat until no additional variable has p<0.05

• Stata, like most statistics packages, automates this for you with 
the stepwise prefix

50

51

Traditional forward selection

• Doesn’t work very well, partly because p<0.05 is probably the 
wrong threshold

• For a single test, p<0.05 might be too stringent
– not much loss from having one extra unnecessary variable

• The fitting algorithm does many tests
– not obvious whether this implies higher or lower p-value threshold 

is better

• If we had independent data we could run forward selection for a 
range of thresholds and pick the best one

51
52

Cross-validation

• Divide the data into 10 parts

• Fit the model to 9 parts and make predictions on the 10th part

• Repeat, leaving each tenth of the data out in turn

• For every observation in the sample, we now have a prediction 
from independent data and an observed outcome
– calculate the out-of-sample prediction error

52
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Cross-validation

• Cross-validation gives an approximately unbiased (but imprecise) 
estimate of prediction error

• The number of parts to split into is not critical, but 10 is popular 
and works reasonably well
– with large data sets, could use 20 or 50 parts for more precise 

estimates

53
54

Using cross-validation to choose p

• Split the data into 10 parts

• For 9/10ths of the data
– run forward selection with several thresholds (eg p=0.001, 

0.005,0.01,0.05, 0.1, 0.15)
– using the resulting several models, compute predictions for the 

left-out 1/10 of the data and store them

• Repeat, leaving out each 1/10 of the data in turn

• Compute the out-of-sample prediction error for each p-value 
threshold

54

55

Using cross-validation to choose p

• Pick the p-value threshold with the lowest out-of-sample 
prediction error

• Run forwards selection on the whole data set with that p-value 
threshold to get a prediction model

55
56

Cross-validation and forward selection

• The models fitted to each 9/10 of the data may not be the same
– we’re not evaluating the models, just the threshold

• This approach, for different model selection procedures, is part of 
most modern approaches to predictive model building
– many methods also average over multiple models or ‘shrink’

coefficients towards zero, to reduce bias. 

56
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Cross-validation and forward selection

• There isn’t a completely honest estimate of the prediction error of 
the final model
– the out-of-sample error from cross-validation for the best 

threshold is not very biased, because it is only chosen from a 
small set of alternatives.

57
58

Simulated example

• Same simulated example: 100 observations of 50 Normal(0,1) 
predictors, all independent of outcome

• Cross-validation with a range of p-values from 0.5 to 0.005

• ‘Best’ p-value threshold 0.02

• Resulting model has two predictors 
– in-sample prediction error 1.009
– cross-validation error estimate 1.16
– true out-of-sample prediction error 1.13

• Not perfect, but not too bad.

58

59

What variables to start with?

• “Feature selection”

• Intelligent choice of variables to put into automated model 
selection will give better results
– variables that are likely to be related to outcome
– appropriate transformations of the variables
– interactions? (depending on method of model building)
– correlation is not a problem 
– multiple versions of the same variable are ok.

• Looking at the data can help choose good transformations, but 
makes assessment of prediction error less reliable. 

59
60

Predicting a binary variable

• Procedure is essentially the same for binary data

• For logistic regression, use the out-of-sample predictions from 
cross-validation to estimate the total loss for each p-value 
threshold

• Choose the p-value threshold that minimizes the this loss, then 
refit the model with all the data, using this threshold

60
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Survival predictions

• In censored data the mean is often not estimable

• Prediction error for a Cox model can’t be defined in terms of error 
from the predicted mean
– cross-validation to choose p-value threshold is more complicated.
– automated predictive model fitting is beyond scope of this course, 

but methods do exist.

61
62

Summary

• Prediction can be 
– prediction of a summary statistic, with confidence interval
– point prediction of a best guess 
– interval prediction 

• Model accuracy is important
– regression model for fitted mean must be accurate
– for interval prediction, assumptions about distribution of outcome 

must be accuate

62

63

Summary

• Prediction intervals are wider than confidence intervals, and do
not shrink to zero width with increasing sample size

• Prediction intervals depend on the distribution of the data: only 
the Normal distribution is widely available in software

63
64

Summary

• The biases caused by model selection for prediction are serious,
but there are ways to avoid them

• Cross-validation is a practical way to get an honest estimate of 
prediction error

• Ask an expert about modern statistical methods

64
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Estimation (Prediction)
of Summary Measures

66

Example

• Estimate probability (or odds) of remaining in remission for 24 
months by age, PSA
– Logistic regression to obtain estimates and CI

67

Issues

• Which statistic provides the best estimate?
– Definition of best?

• Consistent (correct with infinite sample size)
• Precise (minimal variability, minimal squared error) 

– Answer: Common regression models provide the best estimate in 
a wide variety of settings

• Is best good enough in particular setting?
– Answer: CI for the value of true summary measure for each group

68

General Methods

• Estimated summary measure involves a linear function of 
regression parameters

• Linear, logistic, Poisson regression this is all that is needed

• (Proportional hazards regression also needs an estimate of the 
survival distribution in the reference group)
– We are not yet very good at putting confidence bounds on this 

part of the estimates
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Estimating  Within Groups

• Relevant sampling for scientific question
– (or appropriate weighting of observations)

• Independence
– (or correct modeling of dependent data within clusters)

• Sufficient sample sizes to approximate asymptotic distributions

• Variance appropriate to the model
– (relaxed when using robust Huber-White SE)

• Regression model accurately describes summary measures 
across all groups
– Linearity on appropriate scale; any effect modification of interest
– Proportional hazards assumption holds with PH regression

• Shape of distribution same in each group
– (or can be correctly derived using parameter estimates) 70

Inference About  Within Groups

• Relevant sampling for scientific question
– (or appropriate weighting of observations)

• Independence
– (or correct modeling of dependent data within clusters)

• Sufficient sample sizes to approximate asymptotic distributions

• Variance appropriate to the model
– (relaxed when using robust Huber-White SE)

• Regression model accurately describes summary measures 
across all groups
– Linearity on appropriate scale; any effect modification of interest
– Proportional hazards assumption holds with PH regression

• Shape of distribution same in each group
– (or can be correctly derived using parameter estimates)

71

Obtaining Point Estimates

• Substitution of predictor values provides the estimate of the 
modeled transformation of the summary measure
– Linear regression: mean
– Logistic regression: log odds
– Poisson regression: log rate

72

Obtaining Interval Estimates

• Under the appropriate assumptions, we can obtain standard 
errors for each such estimate

• Standard errors for the point estimates must take the covariance
of the regression parameter estimates
– The covariance matrix is typically stored but not printed

• In logistic, Poisson, PH regression, we generally find a confidence 
interval for the transformed summary measure, and then back 
transform to obtain the desired quantity
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Statistical Software

• Traditionally: provide commands to
– Estimate predicted (fitted) value

• Linear predictor, exponentiated, or transformed to mean (logistic)
– Estimate standard error of predicted value

• Better: provide commands to obtain arbitrary estimates and CI of
linear predictors
– Possibly back-transformed to relevant quantity

74

Stata Commands: predict

• Get predictions for covariate combinations in dataset

• After performing any regression command, Stata command
– predict varname, [what]

• varname is the name of the variable to store predictions
• what is an option specifying what you want computed

– xb = linear prediction (works for all types)
– stdp = SE of linear prediction (works for all types)
– p = probability (works for logistic)

• To get CI, just use the usual formula: (est) +/- (crit val) * (std err)
– In linear regression: we usually use the t distribution to obtain CI

• Stata: (crit val) = invttail(df,α/2)
• degrees of freedom = n minus number of regression parameters

– In all other regressions: we use the standard normal distribution
• (crit val) = invnorm(1-α/2) (1.96 for 95% CI)

75

Stata Commands: lincom

• Get predictions and CI for specified covariate combinations

• After performing any regression command, Stata command
– lincom expr, [eform]

• expr is an expression involving regression parameters
– Cannot include additive constants with logistic, Poisson, PH 

regression (a silly restriction – perhaps revised in later 
versions?)

• eform is an option specifying that estimates should be 
exponentiated

76

Ex: Odds Relapse by NadirPSA
. logit relapse24 lognadir, robust

. predict lorel, xb

. predict selo, stdp

. g odds= exp(lorel)

. g oddslo= exp(lorel - 1.96 * selo)

. g oddshi= exp(lorel + 1.96 * selo)

. list odds oddslo oddshi if nadir==1
odds     oddslo oddshi

10.  .4911836   .2388794   1.009971 
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Ex: Prob Relapse by NadirPSA
. logit relapse24 lognadir, robust

. predict prel

. g prob = odds / (1+odds)

. g problo= oddslo / (1 + oddslo)

. g probhi= oddshi / (1 + oddshi)

. list prel prob problo probhi if nadir==1
prel prob problo probhi

10.  .3293918   .3293918 .192819   .5024805  

78

Feature Selection

79

Overall Goal

• Prediction of high risk pregnancies
– During second trimester

• (Comment: To see whether measurements made during 
pregancy add information about high risk.)

80

Specific Aims

• Find variable from pregnancy monitoring that are associated with
SGA, LBW, early delivery

• (From pattern recognition: Feature extraction)
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Ideal Dataset

• What don’t we have
– Baseline weight
– Prior history of adverse outcome
– Blood pressure
– Diabetes and complications
– Infections: HIV, Tuberculosis, Malaria
– Acute infection: UTI

82

Scientific Role Variables We Have

• Baseline Maternal Factors
– Parity
– Height
– Smoking
– Age
– Weight / BMI

• Pregnancy Factors by GA
– Maternal in origin: Weight, # visits
– Fetal in origin: SFH, Weight, Sex

• Outcomes
– Measured: Birthweight, GA
– Derived: LBW, SGA, preterm delivery

83

Variables by Statistical Role

• Outcomes: LBW, SGA, preterm

• Predictor(s) of Interest: Feature extraction
– Baseline maternal factors
– Derived variables:

• Measurements at a point in time (e.g, SFH / EGA)
– Minimum, average

• Measurements of change
– Between successive measurements only

» Minimum
– Slope over a longer interval (multiple measurements)

84

Derived Variables

• Most model building procedures will select predictor variables 
from among a large set of candidate variables

• The most common regression based strategies will not further 
modify the variables
– Transformations of the variables and interactions must be 

explicitly included
– Exceptions: Tree based strategies that  “automatically detect 

interactions”
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Derived Variables

• In making new variables from longitudinal data (such as in the 
pregnancy data), we should consider how variables might be 
used

• Derived variables that might be considered
– Slope of SFH or weight during weeks 20-30

• More data adds precision to estimation of a linear slope
• But more data makes it harder to detect nonlinear changes

– Slope of SFH or weight between adjacent visits
– Trends in adjacent slopes

86

Data Management

• We will need to convert out data from what is a “long” format to a 
“wide” format
– “long” format: multiple records per subject with few variables
– “wide” format: one record per subject with many variables

• We need to compute new variables and put them all on the same 
row

• Variables that reflect whether a subject might meet a criterion
– E.g., SFH / EGA ratio less than a threshold
– E.g., weight gain per week less than a threshold

87

Data Management wth Stata: egen

• Missing data patterns

* number of visits for each subject
egen nvisit= count(mcode), by(mcode)

* missing data patterns
egen nwk = count(wk), by(mcode)
egen nsfh = count(sfh), by(mcode)
egen nwt = count(wt), by(mcode)
sort mcode wk
list if nvisit!=nwk
list if nvisit!=nsfh
list if nvisit!=nwt

88

Data Management wth Stata: egen

* week of first visit with a SFH measurement
egen enrolwkSFH= min(wk) if sfh!=., by(mcode)
gen visit1SFH=0
replace visit1SFH=1 if wk==enrolwkSFH

* verify only one case with visit1SFH==1 for mcode
egen grbg= total(visit1SFH), by(mcode)
table grbg
drop grbg
summ visit1SFH if visit1SFH

* week of first visit with a wt measurement
egen enrolwkWT= min(wk) if wt!=., by(mcode)
gen visit1WT=0
replace visit1WT=1 if wk==enrolwkWT
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Data Management wth Stata: egen

* total number of visits during weeks 20 - 24 and 25-30 
with a SFH measurment

egen grbg= count(sfh) if wk>=20 & wk<=24, by(mcode)
egen nSFH20= mean(grbg), by(mcode)
replace nSFH20= 0 if nSFH20==.
drop grbg
egen grbg= count(sfh) if wk>=25 & wk<=30, by(mcode)
egen nSFH25= mean(grbg), by(mcode)
replace nSFH25= 0 if nSFH25==.

90

Data Management wth Stata: egen

* minimum ratio of SFH to week during weeks 20 - 30

egen grbg= min(sfh / wk) if wk >= 20 & wk <= 30, 
by(mcode)

egen minSFHperWK= mean(grbg), by(mcode)

91

Data Management wth Stata: egen

* change in SFH per change in week during weeks 20-30

egen grbg= min(wk) if wk>=20 & wk<=30 & sfh!=., 
by(mcode)

egen firstSFH20wk= mean(grbg), by(mcode)
drop grbg
egen grbg= max(wk) if wk>=20 & wk<=30 & sfh!=., 

by(mcode)
egen lastSFH20wk= mean(grbg), by(mcode)
drop grbg
gen grbg= .
replace grbg= sfh if wk==firstSFH20wk
egen firstSFH20= mean(grbg), by(mcode)

92

Data Management wth Stata: egen

* change in SFH per change in week during weeks 20-30
(cont)

replace grbg= .
replace grbg= sfh if wk==lastSFH20wk
egen lastSFH20= mean(grbg), by(mcode)
drop grbg
gen ratio2030= .
replace ratio2030= (lastSFH20 - firstSFH20) / 

(lastSFH20wk - firstSFH20wk) ///
if (lastSFH20wk != firstSFH20wk)
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Least Squares Slopes

• Use computational formula
– But need to consider cases with less than 2 measurements
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Data Management wth Stata: egen

* LS slope of SFH during weeks 20-30

egen grbg= total(sfh) if sfh!=. & wk>=20 & wk<=30, 
by(mcode)

egen Sy= mean(grbg), by(mcode)
drop grbg
egen grbg= total(wk) if sfh!=. & wk>=20 & wk<=30, 

by(mcode)
egen Sx= mean(grbg), by(mcode)
drop grbg
gen trash= wk^2
egen grbg= total(trash) if sfh!=. & wk>=20 & wk<=30, 

by(mcode)
egen Sxx= mean(grbg), by(mcode)
drop grbg trash

95

Data Management wth Stata: egen

* LS slope of SFH during weeks 20-30

gen slope= nSFH20 + nSFH25
replace slope= . if slope==0
replace slope= (Syx - Sy * Sx / slope) / (Sxx - Sx * Sx

/ slope)

96

Data Management wth Stata: egen

* If we want the slope between successive measurements, 
we can use the rank function in egen to create new 
variables as shown

egen wkrank= rank(wk) if sfh!=. & wk>=20 & wk<=30, 
by(mcode)

egen grbg= mean(wk) if wkrank==1, by(mcode)
egen wk1= mean(grbg), by(mcode)
egen trash= mean(sfh) if wkrank==1, by(mcode)
egen sfh1= mean(trash), by(mcode)
drop grbg trash
egen grbg= mean(wk) if wkrank==2, by(mcode)
egen wk2= mean(grbg), by(mcode)
egen trash= mean(sfh) if wkrank==2, by(mcode)
egen sfh2= mean(trash), by(mcode)
drop grbg trash
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Data Management wth Stata: egen

* If we want the slope between successive measurements, 
we can use the rank function in egen to create new 
variables as shown

egen grbg= mean(wk) if wkrank==3, by(mcode)
egen wk3= mean(grbg), by(mcode)
egen trash= mean(sfh) if wkrank==3, by(mcode)
egen sfh3= mean(trash), by(mcode)
drop grbg trash
gen delta12= (sfh2 - sfh1) / (wk2 - wk1)
gen delta23= (sfh3 - sfh2) / (wk3 - wk2)
egen mindelta= rowmin(delta12 delta23)

98

Prediction of
Binary Measurements

99

Classification (Discrimination)

• Sometimes the scientific question is one of deriving a rule to 
classify subjects

• Diagnosis of prostate cancer
– Based on age, race, and PSA, should we make a diagnosis of 

prostate cancer? 

• Prognosis of patients with primary biliary cirrhosis
– Based on age, bilirubin, albumin, edema, protime, is the patient 

likely to die within the next year?

• Identifying high risk pregnancies
100

Prediction of a Binary Variable

• Classification can be regarded as trying to predict the value of a 
binary variable

• Before (slides 73-74) we were estimating the probability and odds 
of relapse within a particular group: A summary measure

• Now we want to decide whether a particular individual will 
relapse: An individual measurement

• Obvious connection:
– The probability or odds tells us everything about the distribution of 

values
– The only possible values are 0 or 1
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Typical Approach

• Use regression model to estimate probability of the event in each 
group
– Logistic, linear, Poisson regression
– Classification and regression trees
– Lasso (penalized regression)

• Form a decision rule based on estimated probability of the event
– If estimate > c, predict measurement is 1
– If estimate < c, predict measurement is 0

• Quantify accuracy of decision rule
– Sens, Spec, Pred Val Pos, Pred Val Neg

102

Drawbacks of Standard Regression

• Need to pre-specify
– The covariates to include
– Any transformations of those covariates
– Any terms modeling effect modification and the form of the effect 

modification

• Use in decision rules can be complicated
– Need to compute the “linear predictor”
– Not easily implemented as diagnostic criteria

   iiii WWXg 231210 
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Highly Predictive Models

• Statistical modeling techniques that are more “adaptive” (driven 
by) the data
– Stepwise model building to select which variables to include
– Splines and smoothers to select nonlinear effects
– “Automated interaction detection” to automatically look for 

interactions
• “Classification and Regression Trees (CART)”

– Lasso (penalized regression)
– Many others

104

Regression Trees

• Recursively split the data into two groups that differ the most from 
each other with respect to some summary measure

• Start with one sample with response Y and p covariates X1, X2, …

• Perform many, many two sample tests
– For each covariate and every possible place that covariate can be 

split

• Split the sample into two based on the biggest difference

• Repeat for each subsample…
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Example: FEV and Smoking

• Start with 654 cases

• Consider every place you can split height, every place you can 
split age, every place you can split sex, every place you can split 
smoking

• For each such split perform a t test

• Find the split that gives the smallest p value
– (It will not have the right type I error, but we do not care about 

that at this stage)

106

Regression Tree on FEV Data

• Is Height less than 61.75 inches?
– YES: Is Height less than 58.75 inches?

• YES: Is Height less than 55.25 inches?
– … (until we decide to stop splitting, then give mean FEV)

• NO: Is Age < 9.5 years?
– … (until we decide to stop splitting, then give mean FEV)

– NO: Is Height < 66.75 inches?
• YES: Is Height < 64.25 inches?

– … (until we decide to stop splitting, then give mean FEV)
• NO: Is Male < 0.5?

– … (until we decide to stop splitting, then give mean FEV)

107

Regression Tree on FEV Data

108

Properties of Trees

• Flexible
– Approximates nonlinear relationships as a “step function”
– Able to detect interactions

• In fact, every “leaf” tends to be a quite complex interaction

• Mimics common decision rules

• Overfits data
– Perhaps some leaves are quite similar to each other
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CARTscans

• Graphical presentation of complex predictive models
– Goal: Visual assessment of variable importance
– Nason, et al. (JCGS, 2004)

110

Trees and CARTscans

111

Trees and CARTscans

112

More Than Two Covariates

• Create a CARTscan array to mentally “stack” images much like in 
CAT scans
– Two “inner variables”
– Two “outer variables”

• Categorized, perhaps with overlapping intervals
– Handling of other variables

• Averaging, restrictions, more pages
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CARTscan of FEV tree

114

Observations From Tree

• Height is strongest predictor

• Age – sex interaction after puberty

• Difference between smokers and nonsmokers best seen among 
older boys
– Note that areas with no data sometimes appear to be arbitrary in

their inclusion with other groups

115

CARTscans with Regression

• We can actually use CARTscans to help us understand complex 
regression models
– Regression model with two way interactions
– Regression model with four way interactions

• (Compare this type of display to the scatterplots with stratified 
smooths used with SEP data set)

116

Regression with 2-way Interactions
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Regression with 4-way Interactions

118

CARTscans: Variability

• It is difficult to judge the “statistical significance” of a predictive 
model due to the multiple comparisons

• Can use bootstrapping to judge the reproducibility of the 
predictive model across pseudo-replicates
– Present quantiles of predictions across bootstrapped samples
– Do the contrasts among regions remain?

119

Trees and CARTscans

120

Models in Prediction

• When prediction is the goal, however, we only care about finding
models that have low predictive errors

• Several steps have to be considered
– Choosing some framework to define models

• Regression: logistic, linear, Poisson
• Penalized regression
• Regression trees

– Searching through a large collection of models to find one that 
seems best

• Ultimately based on some criterion like AIC, BIC, cross validation
– Obtaining an “honest estimate” of error rate
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Often: Stepwise Model Building

• Consider a large number of covariates that might possibly be 
predictive

• Starting model
– No covariates: “Forward stepwise regression”
– All covariates: “Backward stepwise regression”

• Add or remove covariates based on the corresponding partial t or
partial Z test
– “P to enter” and “P to remove”
– Avoid infinite loops: “P to enter” < “P to remove”

122

Caveats

• Stepwise model building “overfits” your data
– “P values” are not true p values—instead they are anti-

conservative

• You will quite often obtain different models depending upon 
whether you go “forward” or “backward”

123

Use of Stepwise Model Building

• Exploratory data analyses

• Statistical question 4a: Which covariates should we rigorously 
investigate first, because they seem to have the strongest 
association with response?

• Provides an order that we might consider the covariates

• Does not tell us whether any of the covariates are truly 
associated
– Many false positives

124

Use of Stepwise Model Building

• Predictive models

• Statistical question 5: What is our best estimate for an individual’s 
measurement?

• We are not interested in the association between the covariates 
in the model and the response

• We do not mind confounding or surrogate variables

• We will judge accuracy of our predictive model by evaluating 
sens, spec, PV+, PV- in an independent sample
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Stata Commands

• Stata has prefix command “stepwise” that works with most 
regression commands

stepwise, pe(#) pr(#) [forward]:

– “P to enter”: a number between 0 and 1
– “P to remove”: a number between 0 and 1
– forward or backward: backward is default

126

Example

• Stepwise model building in inflammatory markers data set to 
predict who will die within 4 years

• No subjects were censored before 4 years

• Use logistic regression

• Consider variables
– age, male, smoker, prevdis, diab2, bmi ,systBP, cholest, cholsqr, 

crp, logcrp, fib
• (Note that I am allowing cholesterol to have a U shaped trend, 

and I consider a transformation of CRP as well)
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Example: Forward Stepwise
. stepwise, pr(0.10) pe(0.05) forward: logistic deadIn4 age 

male smoker prevdis diab2 bmi systBP cholest cholsqr crp
logcrp fib

begin with empty model

p = 0.0000 <  0.0500  adding   age

p = 0.0000 <  0.0500  adding   logcrp

p = 0.0000 <  0.0500  adding   male

p = 0.0000 <  0.0500  adding   prevdis

p = 0.0000 <  0.0500  adding   diab2

p = 0.0005 <  0.0500  adding   smoker

p = 0.0032 <  0.0500  adding   systBP

128

Example: Forward Stepwise
Logistic regression     Number of obs =     4861

LR chi2(7)      =   412.54

Prob > chi2     =   0.0000

Log likelihood = -1345  Pseudo R2       =   0.1330

deadIn4 |  OR      SE      z    P>|z|    [95% CI]

age | 1.115  .0095  12.81  0.000  1.097  1.134

logcrp | 1.444  .0731   7.26  0.000  1.308  1.595

male | 2.122  .2216   7.20  0.000  1.729  2.604

prevdis | 2.056  .2181   6.80  0.000  1.670  2.531

diab2 | 1.824  .2193   5.00  0.000  1.441  2.309

smoker | 1.698  .2555   3.52  0.000  1.264  2.281

systBP | 1.007  .0023   2.94  0.003  1.002  1.011
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Example: Forward Stepwise

• Interpretation

• Provides an ordering of the variables with respect to observed 
strength of association
– In the case of forward stepwise, Stata lists variables according to 

“P value”

• We cannot trust the P values due to the data driven analyses

• It is possible that confounding relationships kept some variables 
out of the model
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Example: Backward Stepwise
. stepwise, pr(0.10) pe(0.05): logistic deadIn4 age male 

smoker prevdis diab2 bmi systBP cholest cholsqr crp logcrp
fib

begin with full model

p = 0.2157 >= 0.1000  removing cholsqr

p = 0.3768 >= 0.1000  removing cholest

Logistic regression     Number of obs =    4861

LR chi2(10)     =  421.22

Prob > chi2     =  0.0000

Log likelihood = -1341  Pseudo R2       =  0.1358
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Example: Backward Stepwise
deadIn4 |   OR    SE      z    P>|z|     [95% CI]

age | 1.111  .0097  12.06  0.000  1.092  1.130

male | 2.123  .2232   7.16  0.000  1.728  2.609

smoker | 1.577  .2414   2.97  0.003  1.168  2.129

prevdis | 2.023  .2154   6.61  0.000  1.642  2.492

diab2 | 1.883  .2300   5.18  0.000  1.482  2.393

bmi |  .979  .0120  -1.75  0.079   .956  1.003

systBP | 1.007  .0023   2.88  0.004  1.002  1.011

logcrp | 1.553  .1394   4.90  0.000  1.302  1.851

fib | 1.002  .0009   1.98  0.048  1.000  1.003

crp |  .980  .0111  -1.77  0.077   .959  1.002
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Example: Backward Stepwise

• Interpretation

• Provides an ordering of the variables with respect to observed 
strength of association
– In the case of backward stepwise, Stata lists variables according 

to original order

• We cannot trust the P values due to the data driven analyses

• Compare to forward
– Some additional variables with P > 0.05
– But also some additional with P < 0.05
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Stepwise for Classification

• We sometimes use stepwise model building to derive a 
classification rule

• To ensure valid estimates of classification rates, we usually divide 
a sample into
– Training sample used to build a regression model, and
– Validation sample used to compute the classification rates

• Sensitivity, specificity, predictive value of the positive, predictive 
value of the negative

134

Example

• Prognostic model for death in 4 years

• Training sample containing about 60% of data

• Backward stepwise variable selection

• Estimated probability of death used to classify
– Some arbitrary threshold

• Use all other cases (validation set) to compute
– Sensitivity, specificity (condition on survival status)
– PV+, PV- (condition on estimated p > threshold)
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Example: Model Building
. g training= uniform()

. stepwise, pr(0.10) pe(0.05): logistic deadIn4 age male 
smoker prevdis diab2 bmi systBP cholest cholsqr crp logcrp
fib if training <= 0.60

begin with full model

p = 0.9919 >= 0.1000  removing cholsqr

p = 0.4914 >= 0.1000  removing cholest

p = 0.4475 >= 0.1000  removing fib

p = 0.1908 >= 0.1000  removing smoker

Logistic regression     Number of obs =       2875

(output deleted – we do not care about it)

. predict pfit

136

Example: Sens, Spec, PV+, PV-

• Consider a rule that predicts death if the estimated pfit is greater 
than 0.5

• Create a variable indicating pfit > 0.5

• Cross tabulate deadIn4 and pfit
– Sensitivity and specificity from row percentages
– PV+ and PV- from column percentages
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Example: Sens, Spec, PV+, PV-
. g pfitHigh= pfit

. recode pfitHigh 0/0.5=0 0.5/1=1

. tabula deadIn4 pfitHigh if training > 0.6, row col

|        pfitHigh

deadIn4 |          0            1 |     Total

0 |      1,792            7 |     1,799 

|Spec: 99.61 0.39 |    100.00 

|PV-: 90.64 41.18 |     90.22

1 |        185           10 |       195 

|      94.87  Sens: 5.13 |    100.00 

|       9.36 PV+: 58.82 |      9.78

Total |      1,977           17 |     1,994 

|      99.15         0.85 |    100.00 

|     100.00       100.00 |    100.00 
138

Example: Other Thresholds

• Sensitivity, specificity will vary by threshold

Threshold Specificity Sensitivity

0.05                     43%                   87%

0.10                     68%                   73%

0.15                     84%                   48%

0.20                     91%                   37%

0.50                     99.6%                  5%

139

ROC Curve Analysis

• Receiver Operating Curves (from Engr)
– Compare sens and spec as threshold varies
– Y axis: Sensitivity (True Positive rate)
– X axis: 1 – Specificity (False Positive rate)

• Interpretation
– Sometimes summarize area under curve (AUC)
– A diagonal line: Like flipping a coin (AUC = 0.5)
– ROC curve in upper left: Ideal (AUC = 1.0) 
– Comparing two rules: 

• If one ROC curve always above the other, that rule will always 
have better PV+ and PV- for all prevalences
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Stata Commands
. roctab deadIn4 pfit if training > 0.60, graph
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Issue

• In working the above example, we obtained an “honest” estimate 
of the value of the model

• But we do not have any idea whether the criteria I used to fit the 
model were any good
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Example: Forward Stepwise
. stepwise, pr(0.10) pe(0.05) forward: logistic sga age ht 

parity smoker minSFHperWK ratio2030 slope mindelta

begin with empty model

p = 0.0006 <  0.0500  adding   ht

p = 0.0078 <  0.0500  adding   smoker

p = 0.0085 <  0.0500  adding   ratio2030

p = 0.0092 <  0.0500  adding   minSFHperWK

p = 0.0319 <  0.0500  adding   age

sga | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

ht |   .9414804   .0165297    -3.43   0.001      .909634    .9744418

smoker |     .51917   .1242455    -2.74   0.006     .3247909    .8298802

ratio2030 |   .4907754   .1332296    -2.62   0.009     .2882764    .8355193

minSFHperWK |   .0096607   .0188319    -2.38   0.017     .0002117    .4408434

age |   .9497486   .0228196    -2.15   0.032     .9060598     .995544
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Example: Forward Stepwise

What if we do not allow variables from this pregnancy?

. stepwise, pr(0.10) pe(0.05) forward: logistic sga age ht 
parity smoker if rndm <= 6

begin with empty model

p = 0.0075 <  0.0500  adding   ht

Logistic regression                               Number of obs =        516

LR chi2(1)    =       7.42

Prob > chi2     =     0.0065

Log likelihood = -187.76658                       Pseudo R2       =     0.0194

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

sga | Odds Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

ht |   .9472284   .0191955    -2.68   0.007     .9103432    .9856081
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Added Value from Prenatal Data

• Comparing predictions with / without pregnancy variables
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